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Abstract— An algebraic cryptanalysis of a random
number generator (RNG) based on a double-scroll chaotic
system is introduced. We propose an attack system in or-
der to discover the security weaknesses of the double-scroll
chaos-based RNG. Convergence of the attack system is
proved using master slave synchronization scheme where
the only information available are the structure of the RNG
and a scalar time series observed from the chaotic system.
Simulation and numerical results verifying the feasibility
of the attack system are given. The chaos-based RNG does
not fulfill Big Crush and Diehard statistical test suites, the
previous and the next bit can be predicted, while the same
output bit sequence of the RNG can be reproduced.

1. Introduction

Since people first began to exchange information with each
other, they have needed to keep their private data secure.
Nowadays, because of the expanding usage of electronic
official & financial transactions and digital signature ap-
plications, the need for information secrecy has raised. In
this manner, as a fundamental component of the secure sys-
tems, random number generators (RNGs) which have been
used for only diplomatic and military cryptographic appli-
cations in the past got increasing demand for uses in a typ-
ical communication equipment.

The fact that generation of unpredictable number se-
quences are the core of any cryptographic system makes
RNGs an unseparable part of the cryptographic mecha-
nisms. Generation of public/private key-pairs for asym-
metric algorithms and keys for symmetric and hybrid
crypto systems require random numbers. The one-time
pad, challenges, nonces, padding bytes and blinding val-
ues are created by using true random number generators
(TRNGs). Although pseudo-random number generators
(PRNGs) generate bits in a deterministic manner, pseudo-
random sequences must be seeded from a shorter true ran-
dom sequence in order to appear to be generated by a
TRNG [2].

To fulfill the requirements for secrecy of any crypto-
graphic applications, the TRNG must satisfy the following
three secrecy criteria even if any knowledge on its design
is known: 1. The previous and the next random bit must
be unpredictable 2. The same output bit sequence of the

TRNG must not be able to be reproduced [2] and; 3. The
output bit sequence of the TRNG must pass all the statis-
tical tests of randomness. There are four different types of
TRNGs reported in the literature and these are categorized
as follows: amplification of a noise source [3, 4] jittered
oscillator sampling [5], discrete-time chaotic maps [6] and
continuous-time chaotic oscillators [7, 8].

Although the usage of discrete-time chaotic maps for
random number generation is well-known [6], it was shown
recently that continuous-time chaotic oscillators can also
be used to realize TRNGs [7, 8]. In particular, a “True”
RNG based on a double-scroll chaotic system is proposed
in [8]. In this paper we target the RNG reported in [8] and
further propose an attack system to discover the security
weaknesses of the targeted system. The strength of a cryp-
tographic system almost depends on the strength of the key
used or in other words on the difficulty for an attacker to
predict the key. On the contrary to recent RNG design [7],
where the effect of noise generated by circuit components
was analyzed to address security issue, the target random
number generation system [8] pointed out the determinis-
tic chaos itself as the source of randomness.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section
2 the target RNG system is described in detail; In Section
3 an attack system is proposed to cryptanalyze the target
system and its convergence is proved; Section 4 illustrates
the numerical results with simulations which is followed by
concluding remarks.

2. Target System

Chaotic systems are categorized into two groups: discrete-
time or continuous-time, respectively regarding on the evo-
lution of the dynamical systems. The double-scroll chaotic
system is considered as one of the most famous continuous-
time chaotic system that have ever been introduced, many
designs of which were proposed starting from the use of
a structure similar to Chua’s oscillator. Double-scroll-like
attractor which is used as the core in target random num-
ber generation system [8] is obtained from a simple model
which is expressed by the Eqn. 1.

Given double-scroll chaotic system is single-parameter-
controlled wherea is the only parameter which contributes
to the chaotic dynamics. The equations in 1 generate chaos
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for the single-parametera over a wide range (0.48 < a <
1) which points out that there is enough clearance for the
latter. For analyzing the target RNG, the chaotic attractor
is obtained from the numerical analysis of the system with
a = 0.53 using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with an
adaptive step size.

ẋ1 = y1

ẏ1 = z1

ż1 = −ax1 − ay1 − az1 + asgn(x1)
(1)

Target RNG is illustrated in Fig.1 where bit generation
method is based on jittered oscillator sampling technique.
As depicted in Fig.1 output of a fast oscillator is sampled
on the rising edge of a jittered slower clock using a D flip-
flop where the jittered slow clock is realized by the sum of
triangular wave and a chaotic signal.

Figure 1: Target random number generation system.

In this design, if the fast and the slower clock frequencies
are known as well as the starting phase difference∆T , the
output of the fast oscillator, sampled at the rising edge of
the jittered slower clock, can be predicted. It can be shown
that the output bit sequenceS (bit)i is the inverse of least
significant bit of the ratio between the total periods of the
jittered slower clock and period of the fast clock:

S (bit)i = (
⌊

(
∑i

j=1 Tslow j )−∆T

T f ast/2
⌋mod2

(2d f ast)
)′ (2)

whereT f ast =
1

f f ast
, f f ast, d f ast are the period, frequency

and the duty cycle of the fast clock, respectively, and the
periods of the jittered slower clockT slow j are obtained at
times t satisfying:

s(t) = x1(t) + t(t) = Qwith ds
dt > 0 (3)

where x1(t) is the chaotic signal,t(t) is the triangular
wave signal andQ is the threshold value used to gener-
ate slower clock. We have numerically verified that, for
high f f ast

fslow center
ratios, the effect of ∆T becomes negligible

and the mean value (moutput) of the output sequenceS bit

approaches the fast clock duty cycled f ast where frequency
of the triangular-wave, corresponding to mean frequency of
the jittered slower clockfslow center, determines the through-
put data rate (frng). It should be noted that, anyone who
knows the chaotic signal output can reproduce the same
output bit sequence.

The authors of [8] have preferred to use NIST 800-22
[9] statistical test suite in order to analyze output random-
ness of their double-scroll chaos-based RNG design. It was
reported in [8] that a bit sequence of 700× 100KBits was
acquired and subjected to the NIST 800-22 statistical test
suite. However, a sequence length of at least 1000000 bits
is recommend in [9] and actually, a statistical test will not
provide reliable results for all apparently valid input param-
eters such as the sequence length.

Additionally, Big Crush [10] and Diehard [11] statisti-
cal test suites which are available at the publication date of
target paper [8] weren’t applied to output bit stream of the
target RNG. It should be noted that, the target random num-
ber generation system [8] doesn’t satisfy the third secrecy
criteria, which states that “RNG must pass all the statistical
tests of randomness.”

3. Attack System

Figure 2: Largest CLEs as a function of coupling strength
b.

After the seminal work on chaotic systems by Pecora and
Carroll [12], synchronization of chaotic systems has been
an increasingly active area of research [13]. In this paper,
convergence of attack and target systems is numerically
demonstrated using master slave synchronization scheme
by means of feedback method [13]. In order to provide an
algebraic cryptanalysis of the target random number gen-
eration system an attack system is proposed which is given
by the following Eqn. 4:

ẋ2 = y2

ẏ2 = z2 + b(y1 − y2)
ż2 = −ax2 − ay2 − az2 + asgn(x2)

(4)

whereb is the coupling strength between the target (mas-
ter) and attack (slave) systems and the only information
available are the structure of the target random number gen-
eration system and a scalar time series observed fromy1.

In this paper, we are able to construct the attack system
expressed by the Eqn. 4 that synchronizes (x2 → x1 for
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Figure 3: Synchronization errors Log|ex(t)| (red line) and
Log |ey| (blue line).

t → ∞) wheret is the normalized time. We define the error
signals asex = x1− x2 andey = y1−y2 where the aim of the
attack is to design the coupling strength such that|e(t)| → 0
ast → ∞.

The master slave synchronization of attack and target
systems is verified by the conditional Lyapunov Exponents
(CLEs), and as firstly reported in [12], is achievable if the
largest CLE is negative. In Fig.2, largest CLE graph is
drawn as a function of coupling strengthb while a scalar
time series is observable fromy1. As drawn in the fig-
ure, whenb is greater than 0.26 then the largest CLE is
negative and hence identical synchronization of target and
attack systems starting with different initial conditions is
achieved and stable [12].(Largest CLE is−0.264907 for
b = 1). However forb is equal to or less than 0.26, largest
CLE is positive and identical synchronization is unstable.

Log |ex(t)| and Log|ey(t)| are shown in Fig.3 (forb = 1,
where the synchronization effect is better than that ofb =
0.27), which indicate that the identical synchronization is
achieved in less than 80t.

4. Numerical Results

We numerically demonstrate the proposed attack system
using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with adaptive step
size and its convergence is illustrated in Fig.3. Numerical
results ofx1 − x2, y1 − y2 and z1 − z2 are also given in
Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, respectively illustrating the
unsynchronized behavior and the synchronization of target
and attack systems.

It is observed from the given figures that, master slave
synchronization is achieved and stable. As shown by black
lines in these figures, no synchronous phenomenon is ob-
served before 80t. In time, the proposed attack system con-
verges to the target system and identical synchronization is
achieved where colored lines depict synchronized behav-
iors of chaotic states in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, respec-
tively.

Since the identical synchronization of attack and target
systems is achieved (x2 → x1) in 80t, the estimated value
of S (bit)i bit which is generated according to the procedure

Figure 4: Numerical result ofx1− x2 illustrating the unsyn-
chronized behavior and the synchronization of target and
attack systems.

explained in Section 2 converges to its fixed value. As a
result, it is obvious that identical synchronization of chaotic
systems is achieved and hence output bit streams of target
and attack systems are synchronized.

Figure 5: Numerical result ofy1− y2 illustrating the unsyn-
chronized behavior and the synchronization of target and
attack systems.

It is clearly shown that master slave synchronization of
proposed attack system is achieved. Hence, output bit se-
quences of target and attack systems are synchronized. As
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a result, cryptanalysis of the target random number gen-
eration system not only predicts the previous and the next
random bit but also demonstrates that the same output bit
sequence of the target random number generation system
can be reproduced. In conclusion, the target system [8] sat-
isfies neither the first, nor the second secrecy criteria thata
RNG must satisfy.

Figure 6: Numerical result ofz1− z2 illustrating the unsyn-
chronized behavior and the synchronization of target and
attack systems.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an algebraic attack on a random
number generator (RNG) based on a double-scroll chaotic
system. An attack system is introduced to discover the se-
curity weaknesses of the double-scroll chaos-based RNG
and its convergence is proved using master slave synchro-
nization scheme. Although the only information available
are the structure of the target RNG and a scalar time series
observed from the target chaotic system, identical synchro-
nization of target and attack systems is achieved and hence
output bit streams are synchronized. Simulation and nu-
merical results presented in this work not only verify the
feasibility of the proposed attack but also encourage its use
for the security analysis of the other chaos based RNG de-
signs. Proposed attack, renders generated bit streams pre-
dictable, thereby qualifying the target RNG to be used as a
not true but pseudo random source.
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